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1. **Fibonacci Heaps**

We decide that we do not want to bother with the mark bits in Fibonacci heaps, so we change the cascading-cut rule to cut a node from its parent as soon as it loses its *first* child. We want to prove that we still have $D(n) = O(\log n)$.

(a) Prove an analogue of Lemma 19.1, namely

**New Lemma 19.1:** Let $x$ be any node in a (modified) Fibonacci heap with $\text{degree}(x) = k$, and children $y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_k$ (in the order in which they were linked to $x$, from earliest to latest). Then $\text{degree}(y_i) \geq i - 1$, for $1 \leq i \leq k$.

(b) Prove an analogue of Lemma 19.4, namely

**New Lemma 19.4:** Let $x$ be any node in a (modified) Fibonacci heap. Then $\text{size}(x) \geq 2^{\text{degree}(x)}$.

(c) Prove that the maximum degree $D(n)$ of an node in an $n$-node (modified) Fibonacci heap is $\lceil \log n \rceil$. 
2. **Topological Sort**

Page 609 of CLRS3 gives the classification of edges as they are examined in depth-first search. Page 613 of CLRS3 gives an application of depth-first search which does topological sorting. Explain carefully the roles of each of the four edge types in that application.
3. Shortest Path Verification

Your roommate has written a program to implement Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm (page 658 in CLRS3). Design and analyze a linear time algorithm to check your roommate’s algorithm’s results. That is, given a graph $G = (V, E)$ and your roommate’s values of $v.d$ and $v.\pi$ for every vertex $v \in V$, your algorithm must verify their correctness or find a value that is wrong.
4. SUBSET-SUM Reduction

In the proof of Theorem 34.15 (pages 1097–1100 in CLRS3), the target value used, for example, is 1114444 in Figure 34.19. Explain why a target value $111333$, $111222$, $111111$ are not adequate to prove the theorem.
5. **Polynomial-Time Reductions**

Consider the two closely related problems:

- **HAM-PATH**: Given an undirected graph $G$, determine whether $G$ contains a simple path that visits every vertex exactly once.
- **HAM-CYCLE**: Given an undirected graph $G$, determine whether $G$ contains a simple cycle that visits every vertex exactly once.

Describe polynomial-time reductions from HAM-PATH to HAM-CYCLE and from HAM-CYCLE to HAM-PATH.

(*Hint: You can add/delete edges/vertices to $G$ and use, say, an algorithm for HAM-CYCLE a polynomial number of times to determine HAM-PATH.*)